
Precision irrigation changes the economics of agriculture.
As an apt solution to every farming challenge in India, precision irrigation helps farmers supply the right quantities of water and

nutrients to the crop root zone, thereby controlling the yield, ensuring comparatively higher quantities of yield and also enhance its

quality through measured dosages of fertilizers and water. Netafim’s precision irrigation techniques foster water-use efficiency and

also help the Indian farmers make considerable savings on the labour, resource and operational costs.

 

Learn more 

Crop knowledge sharing
To maximize both your yields and your long-term success, our agronomists work with you, offering personalized support, guidance

and best practices every step of the way. Whatever your challenges, they’ll provide you with the most accurate, up-to-date global

intelligence on how to use precision irrigation to improve your yields and crop quality, based on over 50 years of experience.

SUGARCANE 

COTTON 

BANANA 

POTATOES 

To all crops 

You’ll never turn a valve again
Monitor, analyze and optimize every stage of every plant’s lifecycle

Get more precise, automated control over every detail of your farm, and deeper insights into your crop health, soil conditions and

yield performance – with support and guidance at every step. So it’s easier to run your farm and boost your profitability.
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Learn more 

Sustainability means pro tability
Today, the best way to deliver bigger, better, more profitable yields is also the most sustainable agriculture. Find out how we work

with partners to protect the environment, empower populations and enable global prosperity with precision irrigation.

Read more 
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WHATEVER YOU GROW, WE’LL HELP YOU GROW MORE OF IT

Precision irrigation solutions

Row Crops

Horticultural crops

Growers stories
Meet the people pioneering precision irrigation
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Mexichem completes acquisition of 80% stake in Neta m
February 7, 2018 – Mexichem announced that it has completed the acquisition of an 80% stake in Netafim, Ltd. after all the

governmental authorizations and all the precedent conditions required by the Share Purchase Agreement have been obtained and

completed.

Read more 

Precision Irrigation

Products & Solutions

Crop Knowledge

Digital Farming

End-To-End Projects

Sustainable Agriculture

About Us

Drip Irrigation

Complaint Redressal
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